Advertisers today spend most of their time in understanding the science to peer into consumers’ minds. Today Neuromarketing has given them the power to delve into our subconscious mind. It is always very difficult for a marketer to understand the customer mind set. How a customer selects a particular product or service, where they look for information and how they search for it. To investigate how attention levels influence users, this conceptual paper makes use of Neuromarketing as a tool to measure the level of attention that results from advertisement exposure and explores how different levels of attention influence users in conscious and unconscious ways.
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1. **Introduction**

As we know Marketing is a: “Social and managerial process by which individuals and organizations obtain what they need and want through creating and exchanging products and value with each other” (Kotler, Armstrong et al. 2008). Earlier the functions of marketing included advertising, selling and distribution but in today’s context, marketing has witnessed tremendous growth. In the current scenario with the emergence and the use of other academic areas like social sciences, psychology, sociology, mathematics, economics and more recently neurosciences, marketing has evolved and is recognized as a more comprehensive science. Contemporary approaches give different dimensions of marketing such as: relationship marketing (where customer has the lead role), business marketing, and social marketing (where society benefits are what matters) (Adcock, Halborg et al. 2001). With the current decline of the power of advertising and rising competition amongst brands, the new marketing challenge is to create consumer value while receiving value in return (Engel, Blackwell et al. 1995).

According to Philip Kotler, “Marketing is a subject that is easy to pretend to understand but difficult to practice ”. The objective of all marketing communication is to enhance purchase. Advertising is one of the important components of the promotional mix; billions of dollars are spent every year on advertising. Whether such advertising is effective or not is still a question? At the same time it is difficult to measure actual effectiveness of an advertisement. Advertisers hope that buying will eventually happen as a product of their advertising efforts. Consumers on the other hand may simply think of advertisements as a good source of entertainment. Even before the conceptualization of the advertisement, market research companies conduct relevant activities and based on their findings only do they go ahead with a given piece of an advertisement. However, money spent on design and release of marketing communication, notwithstanding all the preparatory research, may still not ensure the desired results.

Charles young in his book “The Advertising Research Handbook says “ This is perhaps the prime reason why the researches , the world over, have started questioning the very premises on which responsible –for-marketing communications-people base their assumptions, judgements and research.” What he is trying to say is that, marketing research has started questioning the premise that a target consumer will reflect his/her true thoughts in response to a questionnaire. Assuming that the consumer does not reflect his/her true feelings regarding a product/service, how can we rely on the derived conclusions? “Respondents may be unwilling because they feel the information is embarrassing or private. For example, they may realize that their reason for using designer jeans is the jeans make them feel socially accepted-in style. They may cope either by not answering (or more frequently) by providing rationalizations that appear logical. They might focus upon quality of workmanship, fit, price and / or style even though such considerations are in fact secondary.” David A. Aaker(1991)

All this research reveals that sometimes the consumers themselves may not be aware of what their true feelings are in a given situation. In order to prove this point, we can take the example of Dettol vsSavlon. Savlon was clinically proven to be a better antiseptic than Dettol. Even though it was backed by Johnson &Johnson, for having advantages like better fragrance and non-stinging properties, it miserably failed in the Indian market. In this case the market research had indicated that by incorporating the said advantages, the product would be a success. However the consumer reaction was the exact opposite. This example clearly evidentiates that consumers aren’t necessarily aware of what they feel.
Several reasons supported the adoption of the ‘behaviourist model’ by the advertising fraternity. The same are as follows:

- It was a probable explanation to how human beings react to advertisements.
- It was relatively simpler to understand and explain to advertisers how their advertising would work.
- It leads to the emergence of a rational approach like the AIDA concept for predicting the success of advertisements before they were actually aired.
- It reinforced the idea that all the brand decisions are conscious and rational and advertising can affect such consciousness.

However, all these assumptions ignore the existence of knowledge on how consumers think and how the information is processed in our minds. The human brain is the most complex organ that co-ordinates, monitors, and controls our activities. Since the mechanism of the brain is a mystery in so many of its functional aspects, which are yet to be decoded, it is impossible to fully understand it. This is responsible rise of Neuromarketing, the field that has unprecedented potential of showing the path to profitable branding and advertising business.

2. What is the Brain’s Function in Layman Terms?

The philosopher Plato compared the human soul to a chariot with two horses, that of emotion and reason. He suggested that human behaviour has an emotional element to it. However, the horse of logic or reason has prevailed over emotion for centuries and is thus used to explain human behaviour (Economist, 2005).

Paul McLean, a neurologist, suggested a model of the human brain (Figure 2) composed of three imbricate structures, each specialized in certain functions:

- The primitive or the R complex (reptilian) brain – is that part of the brain that acts as a quick decision maker. This acts in situation of survival or a typical situation in which strong urge to act (may be right or wrong) required.
- The emotional or the limbic brain – This is active in emotional aspects of the day today social life. Because of this we often feel happy, sad, excited, dejected, cool, calm and so on.
- Rational or Neo-cortex brain – This is the analytical brain. It solves the problems at hand. It uses logic, creates rational memories and allows innovative thinking. This brain takes its own time and does not decide in the spur of the moment.

![Figure 2](http://idyeah.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/dettol-savlon.jpg)
To be effective, advertisers initially need to target the emotional brain and then the primitive brain, which leads them to open the channel of attention – which then transmits information to the rational brain. Many researchers assumed that nonverbal, holistic, and pictorial images were stored and processed on the right side of the brain.

3. Neuromarketing the New science of Marketers

The word ‘‘Neuromarketing’’ (NM) is a recently developed concept. The Economist (2004) credits Jerry Zaltman with proposing the union of brain-imaging technology with marketing in the late 1990s. When the Atlanta based marketing firm, BrightHouse, opened a Neuromarketing division in 2001, the synthesis of various related techniques of neuroscience and marketing started to attract scientists, businessmen, and journalists on one platform. Initially, the whole research was kept confidential and continued in collaboration with selected companies (L-mart, Coca-Cola, Levi-Strauss, Delta Airlines, Ford etc.) interested in the possible outcome of Neuromarketing.

Neuromarketing is defined as a new branch of marketing that makes use of technology to determine a consumer’s internal, subconscious reaction to products and brand names in order to plan effective marketing strategies. Based on the resultant techniques derived from neurosciences better identification and understanding of cerebral mechanisms fundamental to consumer’s behaviour is possible. This is helpful in the prospect of increasing the efficiency of the commercial actions of companies.

Neuromarketing is a branch of the general field of neuroeconomics, which is an interdisciplinary field that combines economics, neuroscience and psychology, to study the functioning of the brain in decision-making situations (Kenning and Plassmann 2005).

Neuroscience intends to gather knowledge about the structure and function of the brain. A specific branch of neuroscience is cognitive neuroscience that attempts to understand the neural mechanisms behind processes like reasoning, emoting, memory, decision making, and so on. This field when applied in marketing can help in brand positioning, hierarchy of effects, and brand loyalty (Perrachione and Perrachione 2008). Using techniques and advancements in neuroscience, researchers can now obtain information about human brain’s response to marketing stimuli (P. Renvoisé and Morin 2007), without simply relying on subjective reports given by the participant (Hubert and Kenning 2008; Murphy, Illes et al. 2008).

Coy,(2005), mentions that that neurology is more about looking for economic gain or loss from an emotional angles. The decision to buy now or later “can be as impulsive as chimps”.

Neuromarketing suggests that both emotional thinking and rational thinking co-exist and are interdependent. Similarly neuroeconomics defies the notion that emotions can hamper economic decision making. Emotions get people’s attention and focus the rational brain on the matter under consideration. This may lead to satisfaction or dissatisfaction, and both satisfaction and dissatisfaction are short lived phenomenon. There have been multiple surveys suggesting that even satisfied customers walk away from the firm and dissatisfied may return after some time. This happens on regular basis. The detailed explanation to this puzzle may lie inside our brain. The potential of Neuromarketing in reducing marketing failures and increasing marketing successes seems to be quite positive; although not without accompanying negativity.

Various methods have been put in place to test the new advertising campaigns. These methods are surveys, road shows and focus group discussions. As per brain scanning, the brain needs to be monitored while watching the advertisement, whichever area of the brain responses or lights up, indicates the subject’s unconscious thought patterns. This must match with the intent of the advertisement, example- passion, excitement, humour, hostility etc.; if the brain area is unresponsive then the advertisement has failed the test. Unfortunately, these results can only indicate activation correlated with different images but cannot tell us anything about why such discrepancies exist. There is no direct link between arousal and behaviour; the purchase intent as such is immeasurable. As James (2004) says, “The only time a human being cannot help acting on arousal is as a toddler.”

Harris (2006) mentions that there are many companies who have made use of this technique to test their advertisements. For example: The Ford Motor and Unilever.

Dr. Gemma Calvert (Chairperson of Applied Neuroimaging at the University of Warwick, England) and team researched on a number of smokers and the findings were amazing. We know that in most countries cigarette packages come with inscribed warnings of cancer. These warning are either printed or depicted via pictures. As per Lindstorm (2009), 10 million cigarettes are sold every minute. Dr. Calvert researched as to why people purchase cigarettes even though the warning is visible to them. To find out the discrepancies, he not only surveyed but used the technique of Neuroimaging to understand the thought processes bubbling within the brain. During the survey most of the participants indicated that warning message definitely acts as deterrent. On the contrary the brain imaging (fMRI) findings suggested that the brain did not focus much on warning labels and failed to deter the use of the cigarettes. This finding was surprising to many people including participants. It also raised the question of money spent on warning messages.

All of us can recollect the burning sensation when shampoo would go in our eyes. It was very common in childhood and is still frequent in little children. That is why many brands of kid shampoos still highlight this feature as opposed to other in their advertisements.
Techniques used for Neuromarketing studies:
(These definitions have been taken from different sources mentioned in References section)

**FMRI** (Functional magnetic resonance imaging) is a medical procedure to measure the brain’s activity by detecting the oxygen level in blood flow. When a brain area is more active it requires more oxygen.

**MRI – Magnetic Resonance Imaging** (This technology is used for detecting brain tumors). It also helps in understanding the manner in which the human brain interprets processes and understands messages transmitted by the advertising content. Which is why Neuromarketing focuses on what attributes (the look and feel) of the product must be decided by the end user.

**EEG** (Electroencephalography) measures and records the electrical activity of the brain.

**SST** (Steady State Topography) measures and records the brain’s activity. Its high temporal resolution makes it possible to use SST in Neuromarketing tests concerned with TV advertisements.

**MEG** (Magnetoencephalography) offers information about the brain’s activity by using a magnetic field. It is a direct measure of the brain’s activity, unlike functional measures as fMRI. It has high temporal and spatial resolution.

**Respiratory rate** means the number of breaths usually taken during one minute.

**Heart rate** means the number of heartbeats that occur during one minute.

According to www.esomar.org pupilometer is “a device used to measure the dilation of a participant’s pupil in response to a visual stimulus”.

**Galvanic skin** response or skin conductance measures the changes in the electrical properties of the skin, depending on the level of moisture.

**Eye tracking method** tracks what the eyes are focusing at.

**Voice analysis** records the psychophysiological stress responses that come across in human voice owing to the response of the vocal cords to such stress.

### 4. Use of Eye Tracking: The New Technique of Neuromarketing

Half of the money spent on advertising is wasted but advertisers are unaware of it. It has been hard for advertisers to figure out what works and what doesn’t. Innovative technologies that aid the study of intricacies

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>In launching of Febreze, room freshener</td>
<td>FMCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>Product-designing</td>
<td>Mobile Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Airline</td>
<td>To gain benefit out of fabulous experience</td>
<td>Airlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai</td>
<td>In changing exterior appearance of the car</td>
<td>Automobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frito Lay</td>
<td>To test commercials, products and packages as well as to learn</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PepsiCo)</td>
<td>how to appeal better to women</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>To test pre-release effectiveness of its branding campaign</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paypal (along with ebay)</td>
<td>To identify speed and security issues of e-shopping</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>To know engagement of Xbox users while playing the game, including</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>their feelings of surprise, satisfaction and frustration</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buick Motors</td>
<td>In enhancing dealers’ experience with customers</td>
<td>Automobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>To measure effectiveness of YouTube overlays versus prerolls and found</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that overlays were much more effective with Subjects</td>
<td>IT/ITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Weather Channel</td>
<td>To measure viewer reactions to three different promotional pitches for a</td>
<td>Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>popular series</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Babu and Vidyasagar (2012)*
related to consumer behaviour are being pioneered, and their findings are being sold to companies that hope to use their advertising budgets more wisely. One company that does Eye tracking conducts extensive research on how consumers view advertisements so that their clients can design advertisements for maximum incidental impact on their target audience.

How Eye Tracking works:
By making use of a lightweight headset with three cameras, it is possible to record exactly where a person is looking as he or she is exposed to some kind of visual display. For example, if a person is navigating through a website, looking to purchase an item. With eye tracking it is possible to mark exactly where the person is looking for specific information about the item, how they compare different items, and where they look to navigate to the shopping cart or other areas of the site.

The user’s point of gaze is superimposed on a video recording of the website as they interact with it. In this way, it is possible for developers to interact with the interface through the eyes of the user. It is possible to gauge objectively if a user has difficulty in locating information. The eye patterns can also be plotted on a bitmap in order to analyse the viewing history spanning several seconds or longer. Gaze Traces™ document the scanning behaviour of a single participant scanning a single screen display or portion of it. This allows you to see clearly what on the page first caught the attention of the user, what elements he missed, and what elements may have been confusing.

The eye tracking company analyses television, internet, and web page viewing, packaging, and even brand positioning for sponsorships and then delivers suggestions to their clients on how to optimally capture the attention of target audiences. The company also claims that it can assess customer’s emotional reactions to an advertised product.

The Poynter institute declared research observations made while studying the eye movements of web sufferers, they assessed whether advertisements get viewed specifically or not as a result of page placement and several specific design elements. Some of the findings seemed obvious, such as the fact that 55% of the viewers scanned an advertisement placed on top of the page, while only 14% saw on the bottom.

Some surprising findings were as follows:
- Text advertisements were more effective than graphic advertisements.
- Advertisements that blended into the content generally did much better; for example advertisements inserted into text columns did extremely well.
- Visual breaks between content sections tend to act as a visual dams, creating a high drop-off rate for further viewing

Campbell Soup’ Neuromarketing Initiative
In 2005, market researchers at Campbell conducted a study to assess the customers recall rate of Campbell soup’s as a result of their advertising efforts, and their influence on the purchase decision of customers. To their surprise, they discovered that the company’s advertisements (that seemed to be relevant in consumer surveys) were never really effective in generating sales. An advertisement is effective, when it is “… seen, read, believed, remembered and acted upon.” However, they discovered that the consumers did not think much about Campbell soup and also found out that their buying instinct was dying down whenever they saw a Campbell product at the supermarket soup aisle.

The company decided to use Neuromarketing techniques to expose the factors that prompt consumers to decide on buying a soup, so that new label design would enhance the sale of the soup. On behalf of Campbell, Inner scope Research interviewed 40 consumers at two different places, i.e., at their homes and later at grocery stores. During these interviews, the customers relayed that the can’s label portraying the soup did not look warm and the big spoon holding a sample of soup did not provoke any emotional response from them.

In the next phase of research, during their visit to the stores, the 40 consumers were clipped with small video cameras at eye level to track eye movements and pupil width. The customers were allowed to watch their video-footage when they were shopping for soup. The eye movement and pupil width showed that the consumers’ interest towards Campbell soup (though emotionally attached) faded away when they faced an array of red and white soup cans on the store shelves. The other results surprised the researchers; Campbell spent two years studying the small changes that take place in human body in response to pictures of bowls of soup to logo design. These results formed the basis for guiding the company to redesign its labels.

All this findings clearly indicate how eye tracking techniques can be effectively used in advertising.

5. Uses of Neuromarketing in Advertising
The famous “Pepsi vs. Coca-Cola” experiment, in which scientists studied the motivation behind brand preferences, was what brought Neuromarketing into the spotlight. The researchers observed that although Pepsi
and Coke are essentially identical, people often favour one over the other. They subsequently sought to investigate how cultural messages work to guide our perception of products as simple as everyday beverages. The experiment was simple: there were two taste tests—one blind and one in which subjects knew which beverage was which—and the researchers observed the corresponding brain activity. When volunteers were unaware of which brand they were drinking, the fMRI showed activation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, a basic “reward center,” when they drank Pepsi. However, when the subjects knew which soda was which, the scans showed brain activity in the hippocampus, midbrain, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (which are centres for memory and emotion), in favour of Coke. So essentially, people actually liked the taste of Pepsi, but they were more inclined to believe that they preferred Coke, based on nostalgia and emotional connections. From these results, the researchers determined that “a preference for Coke is more influenced by the brand image than by the taste itself” (BridgerD, Lewis D 2005)

The outcome of these studies is intriguing and may seem even a bit entertaining; however, when given a second glance, it can also be alarming. The fact that a series of ads could actually cause your brain to believe something that contradicts what the rest of your body believes is unnerving, to say the least. Because of this, there is a growing controversy surrounding the subject of Neuromarketing.

A Forbes article indicates that all this is moving toward an elusive goal: to find a ‘buy button inside the skull’ and to test products, packaging and advertising for their ability to activate it.

So far, researchers are figuring out which part of the brain facilitates product recognition and choice; they are related to primal urges like those for power, sex and sustenance. As for brand loyalty, it turns out that memory and emotion plays a crucial role. ‘In the not-too-distant future, firms will be able to tell precisely if an advertising campaign or product redesign triggers the brain activity and neurochemical release associated with memory and action,’ predicts James Bailey, professor of organizational behaviour at George Washington University (Wells, 2003).

6. Neurofocus and Frito-Lay

Frito-Lay is the company manufacturing Cheetos, the bright orange snack food found in convenience stores and supermarkets. In 2008, they worked with NeuroFocus to investigate how consumers felt about the snack, as well their response to Cheetos’ messages. Using proprietary technology based on EEG, Neurofocus reported that the orange residue left behind after eating Cheetos evoked a feeling related to enjoying a guilty pleasure. Consistent with this, the company identified a strong positive consumer response to an ad campaign that had been planned by traditional focus groups. Titled “The Orange Underground,” the advertisement featured a mysterious version of the Cheetos cheetah mascot encouraging people to commit subversive acts. This campaign won Frito-Lay(and NeuroFocus) a Grand Ogilvy award from The Advertising Research Foundation (ARF)³

7. Ethics Issues in Neuromarketing - Where Neuromarketing Headed?

When information is recorded from the brain, it is easy to believe that it represents something universal about the human condition. Clearly though, such an assumption ignores much of what we know about psychological differences between cultures, and the influence of our environment on how we think. Thus, one of the major frontiers for Neuromarketing lies in building an understanding of the ways in which different societies relate to companies, advertisements and brands. This is a domain in which neuroscientific methods can shine, as they are able to advocate not just whether marketing messages are perceived differently, but whether they are actually represented differently biologically across cultures. Knowing distinctions or similarities at the level of neural responses could yield a tremendous ability for companies to tailor the way that they approach domestic and international marketing and manage their global brand. An important first step has already been taken in this direction, with the recent announcement of a collaboration between the US based Sands Research and Brain Intelligence Neuro-Consultancy Ltd. in China.

Finally, it is becoming apparent that a crucial element of progress in the field of marketing as a whole will be to combine techniques. Many individual Neuromarketing methods can answer one facet of a question very well; yet have limitations that interfere with drawing strong general conclusions. In addition, significant advances are being made with technologies that are excellent complements for neural measures, such as virtual reality environments that mimic the normal consumer experience relatively better than other simulations. The cachet of Neuromarketing may come from its “claim to the brain,” but it is my opinion that these methods should enhance, rather than compete with, other types of consumer research.

8. Conclusion

Vicky Phan(2010) “Neuromarketing is an emerging branch of neuroscience in which researchers use medical technology to determine consumer reactions to particular brands, slogans, and advertisements. By observing brain activity, researchers in lab-coats can predict whether you prefer Pepsi or Coke more accurately than you can. Critics have already begun to denounce the idea for its intrusiveness; however, though the field is already
highly controversial, there is no doubt that it’s continuing development will ultimately have a profound impact on consumerism and the overall study of human behaviour.”

Consultants such as Martin Lindstorm also had a positive perception of Neuromarketing. He explains, “But I do not believe Neuromarketing is the insidious instrument of corrupt governments or crooked advertisers. I believe it is simply a tool, like a hammer. Yes—in the wrong hands a hammer can be used to bludgeon someone over the head, but that is not its purpose, and it does not mean that hammers should be banned, or seized, or embargoed. The same is true for Neuromarketing.” Martin Lindstorm further states, “It is simply an instrument used to help us decode what we as consumers are already thinking about when we are confronted with a product or a brand—and sometimes even to help us uncover the underhanded methods marketers use to seduce and betray us without our even knowing it. It is not my intention to help companies use brain-scanning to control consumers’ minds, or to turn us into robots. Sometime, in the distant future, there may be people who use this tool in the wrong way. But my hope is the huge majority wield this same instrument for good: to better understand ourselves— our wants, our drives, and our motivations—and use that knowledge for benevolent and practical purposes (And if you ask me, they’d be fools not to)

Neuromarketing is a new area and although some work has gone into it over the last 10 years. Only few experiments performed have evidenced its ability to meet the requirement of researchers as well as of companies. Since it is directly related with observing the functions of the human brain and strong intrusion into privacy hence ethics will be questioned every now and then. There are not many findings that suggest that conventional methods of measuring effectiveness of advertisements are profoundly beneficial or not. To conduct experiments by implementing Neuromarketing is very expensive and it will act as deterrent in the near future to those who wish to explore the area. It has also been observed that to study this field participation is required in collaboration with various streams such as Psychology, Neurology and Marketing. One other concern has been with regard to possible side effects of such procedures when experiments are conducted in the absence of medically approved authorities.

It is for a multitude of reasons that one cannot yet decide whether Neuromarketing will act as a saviour in the future or be just another marketing stunt. More aggressive research under the guidance of authorities is required to actually conclude on whether this technique is simply a hoax, hype or actual hope of consumerism in the future.
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